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Dear Readers

Welcome to The Pedagogy of Everything!

We hope that these pieces bring you the world of 
words and images in all their vividity, and are excited 
to publish these artists for your readerly consumption.

We are also proud to print Domenic Scopa’s new 
translation of Rainer Maria Rilke’s seminal poem, 
Washing the Corpse.
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Editor
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A Collection of Love Letters
       by Lisa Folkmire
1. I win. I always win, I teased you. I know how to make you blink, you 
warned. A soft first kiss at fifteen, a single peck on the worn-leather 
cushions of a basement couch. 

2. What happens next? She asks me, her ten year old eyes searching 
for the next page in mine
I tell her to wait and see, but her fingers flip through to the end. She 
shouts, They get married! They always get married, it’s a happily ever 
after. The ending, I say, is not the only part of the book. 

3. The broom leans against my knees, a pile of dust and dried leaves 
around my toes. A daisy’s petal trails down.  He loves me, he loves me 
not. He loves me, he loves me not. He loves me, he loves me not. 

4. My mother’s walking us through her wedding pictures again. One 
of you girls can wear my dress when you marry. It was your grand-
mother’s too. She smiles at her 26-year-old self, covered in lace, the 
start of her favorite memory.

5. In my wedding, we will serve carrot cake. You will wear purple and 
my bouquet will have lilacs. What about yours? My sister asks, as she 
draws lopsided hearts across a new mix tape cover. I flash my too-
small teeth to her, I think my pirate ship will be dark red and the can-
nons will be gold—covered by the treasure we’ll find from abandoned 
islands. 



6. I told the girls about the ending. I held him for 45 minutes because 
he wouldn’t stop crying.  You hugged someone for 45 minutes? You 
must have really loved him. They should have heard the beginning.

7. I kept the card you got me for our four month anniversary—the one 
that ends with, “I love you, I really do.” It’s still a nice thought to hold. 

8. My father once told me that a real dog waiting for me on the other 
side of a door was always preferable to an imaginary prince waiting in 
the final pages of a book. 



What Geraniums Smell Like
      by Jeffrey Bean
Like birds.
Like my brother leaving for the lake.
Like the smudge of fireworks on driveways.
Like breath trapped in a canteen.
Like the word breath.
Like mice.
Like want.
Like a nickel in a fist.
Like my brother leaving for the store.
Like my brother leaving for the war.
Like a handful of washed hair.
Like my mom humming Johnny Cash.
Like a red towel in the wash.
Like a scrape on a thigh.
Like a Service Merchandise.
Like my dad’s violin.
Like a cloth that cleans guns.
Like car leather.
Like a war turned low on a radio.
Like parents getting used to you gone.
Like baby I love you.
Like you are the only one.
Like holes in the knees of jeans.
Like what you weren’t supposed to see.
Like drops of blood on a hardwood floor.
Like my brother leaving for the war.
Like ice in a glass.
Like beets.
Like leaving.
Like please.
Like bees.         previously appeared in Swink



Old Postcard
     by Robert Fanning
I was here. 
It was beautiful.
This is where I walked.
You should see this place.
There is a lot of history here.
This was the birthplace 
of a lot of really important people.
I didn’t have enough time.
I saw everything I loved.
I loved everything I saw. 
I will try to carry it all home 
with me. I hope I don’t forget 
everything. I am running out 
of space now.
Always,

    forthcoming in Our Sudden Museum, Salmon Poetry



Colorings from Window Glimmers
       by Lisa Folkmire
I collected the rainbow patches the windows sprinkled around the floor
9:15 a.m., soft green baskets on the kitchen table, colored shells on    
breakfast plates
My skin turned to shades of curiosity as I tried to pinch the light be-
tween my fingers
I hoped it would stay a part of me forever, though now I believe it did 
not. 
If flowers can live without roots, why can’t light stay without glass? 
Barefeet on hardwood, I skipped over the soft spring shadows
The house was quiet when you and Dad stayed only-lovers on your  
mornings off
Leaving us, cross-legged with attentive wonderment cradled in our 
hands
Still hours after dreamful nights, four year old memories I forgot to 
write about. 



How to be a Lady
     by Hannah Nelson
Have opinions on things
like wine and chocolate.
Express them eloquently.

Take the wine in like lost blood,
 let the chocolate languish in your mouth,
melting like a soul left out in the rain.

Do not whisper in public.
Do not wear gloves.

Let working hands feel dirt
and sweat, taste honey on skin.

Let thoughts grow like trees,
feed them generously.

Give them roots 
that know when to let go,
don’t prune their fingers.

Be thankful for strong thighs
and keep knee-caps covered.

That je ne sais qua is to know
the feel of tongue on skin
and still kneel in church.



Look. The Angels. 
        by Ciara Lynch
 In 1926, the Ku Klux Klan burned a cross in front of the National 
Shrine of the Little Flower. The church was later destroyed by fire in 
1936. Now there stands a twenty eight foot limestone crucifix on the 
tower that overlooks Woodward Avenue in Royal Oak, Michigan. It 
was built in 1931, a cross they could not burn. The entire church struc-
ture is made of granite and limestone. With the main level and balco-
ny, the stone octagon can seat three thousand people. And it’s where 
the angels used to live.

 I was four years old when I first noticed them. It was after com-
munion, and the congregation kneeled in silent prayer. I rested my 
folded hands against my forehead and sometimes closed my eyes be-
cause that meant you were really good at praying. But I preferred to 
keep my eyes open. I could always see better in church. The warm 
stone walls and stained glass light brought my vision into focus and 
everything was clear. My mom noticed my wandering eyes and point-
ed to the ceiling. “See that light?” I stared into the places amongst the 
ceiling that flickered and danced. I nodded. “Those are angels.”

And I saw them.

 I watched for them every Sunday. I knew the light was only a refract-
ed image of their true form, but sometimes when I stared for too long, ev-
erything else would blur except the angels. And they were so full of light 
that I could not make out all that they were. Sometimes I saw their wings. 
They were immeasurable in size, strong, and patterned like feathers made 
of white fire. I wondered how it would feel to stand with their wings   
folded around me.



I had quietly watched the angels for almost a year. We were kneeling 
when I noticed my mom with her eyes closed. I tapped her shoulder 
and looked up. “The angels,” I reminded her. She leaned close to me 
and pointed toward the altar.
 “See those candles?” I nodded. “That light is from them.” That’s 
when the angels left the church. They were replaced with heat, light, 
water vapor, and carbon dioxide. Flame melts candle wax and breaks 
hydrocarbons into molecules and casts flickering lights on the ceiling. 
I still looked for the angels, but they were not there.

I still look for the angels.

When my sister Mia turned three years old, she proclaimed from the 
backseat of the car, “Look, Daddy. A shooting star.” She held the last 
word out and let it fade. It was 2:30pm on a Wednesday in Spring. The 
sun was out and the sky was clear. I looked up and out the car window 
to see a cloudy white line forming across the sky. I smiled.
 “No sweetie, that’s just a jet,” my dad said, but I wish she could 
still look up on a sunny day and see shooting stars.
 When she turned four years old, I heard her whisper to my dad 
in church, “Look. The angels.” She stared intently at the ceiling and I 
wonder who told her. Or perhaps she found them herself. They were 
back.
 “That’s just the light from the candles,” my dad said as he point-
ed. And just as quickly, the angels were gone. Finally realizing what 
he had done, he whispered, “Actually, they’re fairies.” She smiled and 
went back to staring at the ceiling. The church is where the fairies live, 
and I hope for her they always will.



A Letter from the Hand to the Heart
       
I’m sorry I made you look at the endings of sunrays
I picked the last daisies from your favorite golden-edged summer
Cut across their bottoms before I placed them in the sugar-water vase
With the thumbnail-chip on the curve of its lip that I was hoping 
would make you smile 
But you only cried when you saw them, round soundless tears of 2 
a.m. sleeplessness 
Where I thought of preservation of happiness, you saw finality in little 
joys
I guess that was the moment I found our flaws: yours in fear, mine in       
assumptions
I left the daisies against the window, hoping they’d smile to you across 
the breakfast table
But you found them this morning withered and dried, crisp petals curl-
ing into the hanging stem. 



A Response from the Heart to the Hand
         by Lisa Folkmire

My eyes woke to the remaining thoughts of a dried out summer    
morning
Sometimes when the daytime reaches the night I want to scream
For no good reason other than wondering why I still am 
Why my repetitious pulsating keeps your versatility living
The slower the summer the sweeter the honey and when it seeps out 
into autumn
My essence melts between warm amber crystals and wishes on      
dandelions 
I wish to keep this feeling forever, a national reserve for the season of 
clear blues
But you never seem to notice how sometimes I’ll flutter when I think 
no one’s watching
Because crinkling petals on sills should never stand alone when our 
tiny house can slumber
I guess you never thought to take a picture instead: At least you left 
them in front of the window. 



Playground
on a hill overlooking a harbor

     by Domenic Scopa
The startled dock alive  
with them, fishermen hosing
down their decks−spraying
side-to-side they blast
the scum, attentive 
not to slip−surprise
 of foghorn−
steadily aggressive 
 hosing. One 
just there
on the bow−gone before
I take a breath or can
 describe him. 
No one moving 
stays long enough. 

How long since 
we’ve worked together
the way these fishermen
work their boat, washing, 
making it into 
 a thriving thing−
Foghorn again−
Another fisherman goes
towards the bow without
 holding the banister. 
something (actually
they’re eating) −



I’m sick 
 of paying attention. 
All seem the same. 

It’s too hot to swing
here, pushing off 
with more momentum
to get a better look
at the boat. Why bother
hosing down the deck,
why bother leaving
the bridge for the bow, 

why do I miss you now, but
not then, the old you,
the you I molded
 and remade
again, and again,
until you hardened
into something else
entirely, more truly
 and more strange. 

Why not look at squirrels 
hurrying for tree trunks, 
or look across at islands, 
or wonder why 
 that particular crowd
of people are spearing
sun-dried trash
 on a far shoreline, 
or if I’m capable
of recognizing you better
 or at all
from this distance. 





Why I Failed at Baseball
        by Jeffrey Bean
I feared the shirtless bodies
at practice, reckless, unleashed.  
The boys’ muscled ribs, 
scorpion-fierce.  I couldn’t learn 
to charge through the wind at them

I liked only baseballs fresh from packages.
I hated the dirt-hardened game balls I never 
took home, their bone-and-tendon color.  I hated 
the daily failings of my milk-weak hands.

I lived in the outfield, far from the shouts
and violent dust.  Lost in the odor of grass,
the gum and crushed popcorn potpourri
wafting from beneath the bleachers, 
the mitt smell better than horses, 

I dropped everything.  
I couldn’t keep my eyes off mayflies 
fucking overhead, slamming into lights 
all their single day. 



All season at the plate I whisper-cursed 
the vicious pill of the ball.  Come at me, c’mon, 
you fucker, son-of-a bitch.  The coach said 
You’ve got to hate it to hit it.  I tried
to hate it hard. You damn ass thing,

(I was just learning to swear) 
bash me, burst me open.  Yes, 
I could hate it, I did hate it, and I hated  
the pink breakable fruit of my body.

        originally appeared in Spoon River Poetry Review





The Farmer in His Rows
        by Robert Fanning
who loves the flight of crows,
who leaves his plow in praise

of their errant ways. 
Who watches their stray glide

unseam an evening sky, 
unstitch his urge to yield,

to hem his patchwork field.
Who bound to land knows why

in his bones the boundless fly.

        forthcoming in Our Sudden Museum, Salmon Poetry



Clock Maker
   by Michael Lee Johnson
Solo, I am clock maker
born September 22nd,
a Virgo/Libra mix insane,
look at my moving parts, apart yet together,
holes in air, artistic perfection,
mechanical misfits everywhere,
life is a brass lever, a wordsmith, an artist at his craft.
Clock maker, poet tease, and squeeze tweezers.
I am a life looking through microscope,
screen shots, snapshot tools,
mainsprings, swing pendulum, endless hours,
then again, ears open tick then a tock.
Over humor and the last brass bend,
when I hear a hair move its breath,
I know I am the clock waiter,
the clock maker listens-
a tick, then a tock.



Refuge
        by Robert Fanning
Take refuge in the barren field, snow-draped and fallow. In a Ferris 
wheel, thick fog. Take refuge in the empty subway, urine-dank and 
midnight. In the shadowed figure, the hallway light. In the one who 
might take you far away. In satellite dishes tipped toward stars. In 
the mind’s electric wiring. Take refuge in the life you extinguish, 
the child you hold. Through windows of a crowded train, a sky 

you’ve forsaken, the sea blue allure of a wall, the stairway down. 
In fear’s mosquito hum, the abandoned evening. Take refuge in a 
coastal breeze, in the blood-red flag of the heart that won’t let go. 

In the faded slogan on a derelict billboard. A streetlight blinking in 
a dead city. In the bitter winter river, the one you can’t forget. In 

the dizzy green toy of your childhood. In long-awaited rain. In the 
oasis of a full bowl of milk. Take refuge behind the scarlet wall, 
your back against a cool dam. In sprawling tenements, the rare 

jewels of light. In lying upon the dirt. In your dome of sticks, your 
well-wrapped grief. In your luxury fortress, your ravaged country, 

in the storm bearing down, take refuge. In your scattered fami-
ly, in hunger, in seduction’s long silk dusk. In the simple bread of 

friendship, the cathedral of your regret. Take refuge in the moment 
before rising, the tilt-a-whirl of fleeting bliss. In respite from thirst, 
the lifted tide, the broken road that once led home. In the swaying 
garment, the heaven of what may bathe or drown you. Take refuge 
in a crack in your government’s fallen pillar, in a brick shack beat-
en by heat, in the flagrant red tapestry of fire. In the dress you’ve 

borrowed for the dance, the home you built together.     



In the stained wallpaper, the falling china cup of a secret. Take ref-
uge in the ancient house of war. In a broken bus, the cacophony of 
strangers talking. In letting someone drink of your life, take refuge. 
In the eyes of the child who can’t bear your going. In chasing what 
you know you’ll never reach. In your home at the end of the long 
blue Earth.

    

    

    forthcoming in Our Sudden Museum, Salmon Poetry



Michigan
        by Hannah Nelson
Heat shimmers on grass,
each blade sprouts an eager face
on the longest day. 

The goldenrod glow,
signaling the season’s end,
but this time, I stay

Syrupslow caress,
ashen lovetongues unfurling,
one leaf, falling, sighs.

 Paint your chest with orange.
 Each man needs a pair of wings,
 snatch them from the skies. 

Pebble in each palm,
I move towards the water’s edge.
Great Lakes turn to stone.

 Furs line the highway,
 hiding potholes underneath. 
 All the earth is bone. 

Velvet on antlers,
shy ferns reveal their brown palms,
Birch wears the first green.

 Seagulls in farmfields.
So much has yet to be born.
Seeds hunker, unseen.





Whales
         by Annie Raab
 To say that Joey was passionate about whales would be a 
flawed statement. Having no prior interest in the creatures and pos-
sessing only those facts learned in short, trivial ocean units in sci-
ence class, it seems strange that one morning he would suddenly 
have complete access to their ethereal songs drifting through the 
warm waters of the open ocean. When Joey woke that September 
morning and heard the whales calling out in his head, booming 
through the macrocosmic Atlantic sea, he couldn’t speak. This is 
normal. The channels that opened to the whales put on hold his 
own verbal pursuits, as if the human mind were unable to behold 
such different languages at once. The whales faded in, building up 
operatically while Joey lay perplexed in his bed. He spread out his 
arms and welcomed the sounds as distractions from his daily life, 
his parents, and his education. Cases such as this most frequently 
occur in children and it is believed that no species in particular is 
more recurrent than another. The typical course of an open audito-
ry channel with an animal or group of animals varies from case to 
case, the only real consistency is the resultant, individual human 
silence. Joey could not have known he would become connected to 
the whales, or on the very same day another pathway opened be-
tween a young girl in India and family of silverfish. That story did 
not end well. 

 For Joey, life was still relatively normal. He was often satis-
fied to have completed another day as a young boy while listening 



to the stunning, drawn out conversations of the whales sounding 
out through his head. In silence, ge continued to eat with his par-
ents, oblivious to their worried glances at one another. He smiled at 
the bus driver on his way to school, where he could be left largely 
unbothered—his silence unnoticed in the loud, overcrowded class-
room. It was different than having a persistent ringing in ones ears. 
Whales come from further off, and yet Joey felt them extremely 
close. Unlike a ring, or a buzz, these were large bells or distant 
horns. They may as well be coming from the body itself. If Joey 
had access to the oft-dismissed medical reports on his condition, he 
would have related to the description of their connection being like 
an underground network of tunnels, an acoustic labyrinth where 
sound would not be still.

 After first searching for the source of the sound with no suc-
cess, Joey began trying to understand what the whales were saying. 
He spent time distinguishing the old from the young, the males 
from the females, the lonely from the vibrant. Whales are slow. 
They are cold to the touch. Their giant heart beats only several 
times a minute and the passages within those muscles are large 
enough to swim through. Unlike the volatile three-hearted octopus, 
whales are very sincere. Sometimes their honesty is awkward and 
unproductive, which leads many to believe they are stupid. It takes 
a single whale a very long time to say something—hours even—
because whales are in no rush. They still have plenty to talk about. 
Weather conditions, water quality, parenting techniques, and regu-
lar digestion seem to be favorites, although for one entire day Joey 
listened to the desperate pleading from a young male to mate with 
a certain female—an enlightening lesson on the cruelties of wild 
maturity.



 His silence persisted. His parents waited anxiously for their 
son to speak and tried not to pressure him. They tried to be pro-
gressive and agreed that this was part of his developing personal-
ity. If he wanted to remain silent, then damn their need to hear his 
bright young voice before he was ready. Still, they would sneak 
into his room at night to investigate the cause of his quietude. His 
mother always checked his breathing first, then checked for drugs. 
Half empty cans of aerosol or suspicious pharmaceuticals would 
alternately horrify yet relieve her, but there was nothing. His father 
checked the bookshelf first, never sure if he was looking for back-
wards propaganda or sensible Buddhist literature, and checked his 
sons breathing last. Both parents found nothing, not even a word 
written down on paper nor an article misplaced from his boyish 
routine could clue them into his silence. They called the school, 
questioning a series of teachers who all said he was turning in his 
homework completed on time, and never disturbed the class. One 
science teacher confessed that Joey had eyes a particular girl, but 
appeared too shy to confront her.

 Joey became a powerful satellite. He uncovered the most in-
timate moments in the life of a whale. His mind became more at-
tuned to the differences in whale noises. There were songs of trav-
el, songs of contentment, songs of feeding. There were long pauses 
between stanzas of heavy loneliness. There were spirited songs of 
well-executed intercourse, which happened often. He listened to 
the thick calls of their strange humor and discussions about—he 
guessed—what whales find to be mundane. One day, he heard the 
first whale whisper. It was barely a hum resounding through the 
waters of his mind, rich with wisdom and ancient wit. It tickled his 
calm, like a tired insect landing on exposed skin. He was relieved 



when a group of whales came through stronger, full of life and vi-
rility.

 Joey found himself in the library often. He sought informa-
tion on the causes, depth, and duration of his inability to speak 
while the whales continued to sing through his head. He wondered 
if whales were truly able to interrupt a life so far from their own. 
If there were answers, he did not find them in any of the books on 
ocean creatures. There was no hidden secret behind the colorful 
pictures of skin, muscle and bone that explained their ability to 
reach across a continent with their haunting music and strike him 
directly in the soul. He dove into their habits. He fought through 
the sounds piping constantly through his mind and concentrated on 
the literature. Their constant babble about daily life was frustrating 
when it prevented Joey from living his own. He felt entitled, in his 
human ways, to reject the simple fears of a whale. So what if they 
were cold, underfed, or tired? That was ocean life and he could not 
be asked to dwell over their problems. In a desperate attempt to 
silence the whales, he empathized with the enemy, the dark killers 
of the ocean that put an end to more vulnerable among the gentle 
creatures. Anything he could grasp he held onto. Any hope of ever 
living a normal life again lay in the dissolution of those thick, slow 
moving voices with their problems gestating somewhere in the 
long ocean. He questioned his own failures, his seedling desires for 
the future, and his fears that the whales would be there through it 
all. His sympathy for the predator became a wish he tried to proj-
ect, but as far as he knew during his time with the whales, the line 
of communication was exclusively one way.



       ***

 In the dark early hours one morning in the winter, while sleep 
and wakefulness were locked in their familiar battle, Joey’s line 
with the whales punctured his senses with more ferocity than ever 
before. Those loving, fragile voices of mother and calf drifting 
towards the Southern waters that had helped put him to sleep cut 
out abruptly. Now he heard the old mother panic, still as slow and 
drawn out as her other emotions. He heard the rushing pack of 
assailants approach her and the calf. A group of smaller, more ag-
gressive whales screeched and flashed their teeth menacingly. The 
calf drew closer to his mother and she tried to position herself as 
a solid wall against the pack of hungry beasts. They came from all 
sides. They beat their tails hard and were soon upon them, twist-
ing and shouting and wedging their way between mother and calf 
so as to cut him free for their kill. The mother’s belligerent roar 
seemed to deter the pack, but they held fast to their formation. The 
calf was torn away from his mother and the pack of killers shouted 
in celebration. They crowded the powerless calf, now and too far 
from his mother who used to lift him above the surface of the wa-
ter for a precious breath of air. Horrified, Joey listened helplessly 
as the calf’s calls became more distant as the hungry pack pushed 
it further down to sea, causing it to softly drown. When the tumult 
ceased, the mother moved soundlessly through the water, away 
from the icy northern lands. For the first time, Joey heard the deli-
cate sounds of a whale weeping. 

 His parents were worried. When they saw their son for break-
fast he had the sunken pale look of some illness. They checked 
his forehead and tonsils, made him some tea and sent him back to 



bed without asking questions. Joey lay in his bed and cried with 
the mother whale as she continued her journey alone. He tossed 
about, hoping for another signal to arise from another part of the 
vast landscape of the sea. Several calls faded in and out, but flowed 
away quickly, and he was stuck with the grieving mother. His fa-
ther came into his room and sat on the bed as Joey shook and 
wiped his eyes on the sheets. He put his hand on Joey’s back and 
talked to him until he stopped crying and drifted back to sleep. For 
a while then, he sat with his hand on the soft nape of Joey’s neck, 
marveling at the skillful accuracy for which this young boy was put 
together. Joey dropped out of reality as he surged deeper into sleep. 
His mind spread open to reveal the tunnel that connected him to 
the whales. He entered their world for the first time.

 This is when he began to speak. Joey swam through the warm 
waters of the tropic 
looking for the whales. The ocean was silent. Twisting awkward-
ly, kicking his legs and flapping his arms, Joey searched the ocean 
for those voices that had become familiar neighbors to his own 
thoughts. He felt he would not find the mother, who, for all he 
knew, had given up her journey and sunk to the deep abyss at will. 
The blue light that wove through the rich waters consoled his re-
morse. There were other whales, he remembered, who remained, 
despite the tragedy of another, full of life and energy. If the moth-
er was still alive, Joey would like to say something to her, and 
he hoped powerfully to know her by the connection they shared. 
He remained there until the distant waters darkened. A massive 
shadow, swimming out of legend, or prehistory, glided easily to-
ward him. The waters churned but he floated undisturbed, un-
able to escape the path of the oncoming giant. Then, he felt her 



connection. It electrified his being as all other whales fell away 
from his thoughts. She drifted past, powered by the slow pulse of 
her mighty tail, the distance between each tolling heartbeat, and 
the grief which bore her forward. Joey uttered a mouthful of wa-
tery words that she seemed not to notice as she continued silently 
southward. The only one to hear those words, as her tail waved 
goodbye and disappeared to Joey forever, was his own father lean-
ing his head towards his sleeping son, overcome with relief.  



Farewell
       by Domenic Scopa
Krakow, who welcomed me, gone
or asleep to other foreigners, 
covered in stone, in ash, I did not
really leave you. Even now 
 I can’t keep 
from composing you, 
cobblestone streets and buildings 
and pale people. I sleep
to the sound of your trumpet
that blasts at every hour, I say
there is not ghetto, except
your ghetto, no trace
on the sidewalks 
near my hostel. I dream
only of your clock tower ticking
 minutes, minutes
that cannot be stemmed, of
white storks above you
nesting in the rooftops. Krakus,
midnight moves on—here
is the mead you made 
for me, here is your currency
no longer useful, pocket-wrinkled. 



Here I am, having bathed—
 a bystander—
in teargas smoke
of your gay rights protests, 
in the sting and thrill
of them, the sharp scent
of their angers. What’s wrong
with me? Krakow, what ash, 
what stones can I peak
behind? I carried you
a while in my journals, thinking
you would carry me
back out. Krakow
I am still for you,
still a soreness for you. 



Thorp, Wisconsin (A Place to Belong)
         by Hannah Nelson
I am a goldenrod baby, plush
and pollinated, flush with the weight
of two decades carried in the rise
of my upturned cheeks.
Slumbering blackeyed Susan, veiled
in lace-dappled shade, I envy
your taxonomy.
I wish I knew my kingdom,
my genus, I wish
I cam with a tag, telling
my preferred amount of sunlight, the height
to which I will grow, and whether I am weed
or wildflower.
Do they really come back on their own
year after year? 





The greatest shit
     by Thomas Pescatore
The greatest shit I ever took.
Elk City.
Oklahoma.
Motel 6.
off I-40.
on E State Highway 66.
couldn’t find a bar
coffee at Loves.
walked up and down.
road.
too many of us.
had to sneak in.
one at a time.
Joe/Tommy, first.
Gabow vitaly me.
stray cats.
macks without cabs.
starry puddles.
slant face.
back door open.
I could barely make stairs.
inside.
close the door.
body relaxed.
we shouldn’t be hittin’ so many hotels
left it all and the coffee in the toilet.
never wanted to go home.





The Foundations Have Remained 
Open

   by Alisa Velaj; translated from 
Albanian by Ukë ZENEL Buçpapaj
THE HOUSE

The house, which is about to collapse, belongs to you,
And the trees, which the storm fell last night,
Belonged to your yard.
Let me contour your dimensions
In another space,
Where the roof timbers are much more secure,
Where the roots have stuck
Into firm ground:
Only then I can embrace you without fearing anything…



THE UNDERGROUND

No dusk sound
Succeeds in scratching silence.
No door creak
Succeed in foreboding anything inside me.
I hide under your chest
As if I were a seagull wounded
By roaring winds
That would drive even the fool crazy:
I am a Bohemian
Fearing I might lose things
That never belonged to me…

FULLY AWARE

Your insecurity makes me lose my head,
For winds have always bended trees,
And cuckoos have always screamed on branches,
Yet leaves never translated into flocks of ravens…

PINKS

Pinks
Living a lonely life in glass vases.
My sleepy being
Breathing on the pillow.
‘Pinks are blood,
They are red blood,’ I say to you…



THE FOUNDATIONS HAVE REMAINED OPEN

The leaf fell again
In the same place.
It is the raked soil
They tilled with a harrow last night.
The foundations have remained open,
Sheltering a few stones
Fallen from nowhere,
Which opened another furrow
In my memory…

THE JUVENILE SONG

The child murmured an obscure song,
Waiting for the snail to walk out of its shell.
High firs standing near one another like skull bones do
Set up the fence surrounding him…



Life Is-Transition
   by Michael Lee Johnson
Transition, is song, passages.
291.5 pounds, age 66, 6’4’, gross as a pig waiting for
          butcher’s cut.
Aging chews at my back, my knee joints, chisels, slivers
          in dampness.
Legs are corn stalks burning; twist fibers, bending, late
          October, Halloween night.
Good news, 67, lost 38.9 pounds this year, rocking gently
          shifting my pain away.
I am no longer a beagle pup, an English cocker spaniel
          chasing the bitches around,
no longer a champion bike rider, yo-yo champion, nor
          Hula Hooper dancer or swinger.
Now I expand my morning stiffness with stretch rubber
          bands, legs lifted high then down.
Wild mustard, wild black rice and the Mediterranean diet
            have taken over my youthful dining experiences.
I no longer have nightmares about senior’ discounts, or
          meals on wheels,
part-time bus driving jobs, or aerobics.
When spices are in season, I out live my postponements
          to my grave.
Screech owl, I am an old buck, baby hoot on a comeback,
          dancing my ass off.
Transition, shedding old lose snakeskin.
Still listening to those old hits, like Jesse Colter, Waylon Jennings,
          “Storms Never Last.”
Transition, is song, passages.



The Joy of Painting
         by Jeffrey Bean
Before bed, I’m watching Bob Ross
(you know, the painter guy on PBS)
and I notice the sun spots on his hand 
as he swirls with the fan brush.  And those spots 
make me think how he is going to die someday
(actually, I realize, he is dead by now) and that 
makes me think an old, tired thought: how my baby 
upstairs asleep will grow up to die, and by then
if things go as planned I’ll be dead and my wife
too, but tonight on TV Bob Ross is happy
and alive, using odorless paint thinner, saying
let your imagination run wild and let it go,
here, you can do anything that you want to,
and he’s making a huge mountain struck by light,
and in the face of this and the death all over
his hands, I’m drinking warm milk and hoping
I can drift off to sleep without trouble.  And Bob
is washing his brush now, and drying it, saying,
just beat the devil out of it, and now he’s painting
a happy little tree, almost like the one he imagined

         originally appeared in Juked





Falling Down
         by Kevin Munley
 Maybe mom was right. Maybe he had damaged his brain with 
beer and destroyed his heart with cigarettes.  After watching him sleep 
like a suckling pig for hours and then throwing up all kinds of bright 
greens and yellows into our toilet like a bewildered beast, I never 
touched the stuff. My childhood was shit because of it.  You wouldn’t 
touch the stuff either if you saw your old man falling down the stairs 
screaming at invisible demons. 

 Sure, it was difficult for me when I first got to school.  Everyone 
wanted to know why I didn’t drink.  Some guys in particular can be 
pushy. You know how those jock types can be?  It makes them feel un-
comfortable if others aren’t drinking with them. Jana was good about 
it though.  She didn’t ask.  We’d just do dinner and a movie and let the 
rest have their keg parties. Eventually I told her about my family. But 
despite her support, I started hearing this voice at night.  With Jana 
beside me, I would try to sleep and a whispery hum would distinctly 
resonate between the buzzing of the dorm room heater.

 “My son. Patrick, my son.”

 According to my dad’s case manager, he was off his medication 
again, which meant another lengthy hospital stay.   My mom hadn’t 
spoken to him in years, but I still kept in touch -- keeping emotional 
distance, of course.  I had his case manager’s number and she kept me 
informed of his progress, or lack of progress. 
 I had to see him today though.  I had to. I know it’s crazy, but 
before my mom, before a psychiatrist, and even before Jana whom I 



trusted and loved so much, I had to talk to Dad.  I needed to talk to 
him about that whispery “Patrick” I hear in my ear. I needed to find 
out what he hears.  I had that ugly word in my head for days now, and 
I kept going back to it like a dry, unscratchable itch: schizophrenia  
Even the mumblings of that word make children cry and dogs whim-
per.  Jesus Christ, my family…

 The psych unit was typical of them.  People in robes wandered 
in and out of their rectangular rooms like ranched cattle.  The nurse’s 
aide that led me down the hall was a giant with a neck that would put a 
bull’s to shame.  He could and should be working as a bouncer some-
where.  But instead he was here to restrain this unit’s regulars and 
bounce them off the walls at his leisure. I’d ask him how my dad was 
doing, but I got the sense he didn’t know or care.

 The common area was empty except for my dad watching some 
awful talk show. He was wearing those stupid hospital socks that keep 
you from falling down; his feet were up on another chair as if he were 
the Goddamned prince of the psych ward.  I never understood those 
socks; it was like some depressive somewhere had tried to commit 
suicide by falling down.  If all the pills and booze hadn’t killed my dad 
by now, he had little to fear from a fall. 

It was just me and him, which was perfect.  As I pulled up a chair be-
side him, he barely looked away from his show - Maury or Montel or 
something.

 “Hey Dad.  How are you?”

 He gestured toward the trashy rednecks yelling about a paternity 
test on the TV and asked, “Do you think this is about me?”



 “It’s not about you, Dad.” But he didn’t look convinced, his eyes 
glued to the spectacle.  There was a deep sadness in those eyes, which 
oozed down into dark flesh pockets underneath. 

 On the screen, a heavy-set woman was screaming at her husband 
that their child was his.  “Just look at his face and tell me? You’re the 
only one with a nose that crooked!’ she screamed, her fingers flailing 
in dangerous sweeps around the stage.  The audience loved her for 
it and hooted and hollered approval. In the background, between the 
estranged couple, their child was on a live feed.  The camera cut to 
the kid’s nose to illustrate the point; the audience loudly cooing at his 
cuteness.  

 My dad wiped away tears from his eye.  Was he moved by this 
child’s situation?  I couldn’t recall him ever this being emotional over 
me, who he should have lost to DCF hundreds of times in my youth. 
The supposed father of the baby didn’t look impressed by the nose 
evidence.  He pointed and screamed about the difference between his 
forehead and the child’s. 

 “You sure they didn’t write it about us?”

 “Nah, it’s a reality show. Dad, you know those voices you hear, 
are they ever about me?” Pretty direct, I know.  But I’ve found this 
kind of directness worked well with Dad.  Often, if I wasn’t upfront 
with my questions, he wouldn’t catch the drift and we’d get nowhere.

 “They’ve got me on a new medication in here.  I don’t hear the 
demons now. I still hear the monsters.  But the demons are gone. Do 
you think that’s your mother?  You know your mother slept with a 
monster.” A big, wild beast of a woman was welcoming the other pos-
sible father of the baby onto the show.  In seconds, the two men were 



on each other, pushing and pulling like a pair of rabid roosters.

 “What the fuck, Dad?”

 He turned to me with fire in his eyes now.  The sadness was gone, 
if it ever was there.  Here it comes.  Whatever comes out of his mouth 
now is sure to be a pearl of schizophrenia.  I grew used to these little 
psychotic fortune cookies of wisdom in my youth.  

“Don’t swear and don’t call me ‘Dad.’  I’m not your dad.  It’s that 
monster that crawled out of the basement and laid in bed with your 
mother. He fucked her and then you popped out.” 

 On the screen, Maury or Montel opened an envelope and, as if 
it were Oscar night, the result of the paternity test was announced.  
The winner celebrated by spiking his chair to the ground and dancing 
demonstratively.  He thanked his family and friends and was led off 
stage by the host. The father sat quietly, while the mother continued 
to scream, “I told you so.  I told you so.”  A child was being thrown to 
the wolves, and it was captivating television.

 I didn’t have much to say to the old booze bag after that. My dad 
was whispering to himself now about monsters and demons and I sat 
there listening myself.  Maybe I could hear what he was hearing too?  
Was it “Patrick, Patrick”?  I heard fuck all, just the sounds of his quiet 
mutterings.  It was pointless to visit him. 

 My dad’s psychiatrist was nice enough to talk to me before I left 
the hospital.  We talked about my dad’s progress and he told me about 
new trends in schizophrenia treatment.  They wanted to try him on this 
new drug recently approved by the FDA.  The doctor was very hope-
ful.  The old drug targeted his depleted dopamine receptors, which 



they used to think caused schizophrenia, whereas this new drug would 
target his misfiring glutamine receptors, which they now think causes 
schizophrenia.  

 On my way out I crossed paths with an array of patients shuffling 
through the halls like the animated dead.  Their bodies were rotting 
from the inside out from the Thorazine and Clozaril.  Maybe the doc-
tors would try ECT if that didn’t work?  I can’t believe that is popular 
again.  The doctors were trying, but it all seemed so desperate.  I didn’t 
expect much from this new drug.

 Afterward, I walked down toward the lakefront.  The weather had 
brought all the families out. Fathers were playing with the children; 
the men were young and full of hope and care for their kids and the 
children were too young to say otherwise.  The streets were filled with 
commotion and cars. I couldn’t hear past the wall of sound created 
by honks and shrieks.  Only the blue sky was quiet. I thought I heard 
from somewhere up high, “My beloved son.”  But I wasn’t listening 
anymore. Jana would be waiting for me, so I only lingered for a sec-
ond and headed home.





Washing the Corpse
by Rainer Maria Rilke

     translated from German   
       by Domenic Scopa



They had grown used to him. But when
the kitchen lamp began to burn,
so restless in the dark, the stranger seemed
altogether strange. They scrubbed his neck,

and since they didn’t know his fate,
they lied until they made it up−
all while washing him. One had to cough,
and while she coughed she left the vinegar sponge

dripping on his face. For a second
there was a pause. A few drops fell
from the stiff-wash brush, while his horribly
bloated hand was trying to inform the room 
that he no longer thirsted. 

And he proved it. With a little cough,
as if embarrassed, they began to work
more vigorously now, so that their crooked
shadows rolled and squirmed across

the patterned wallpaper as if entangled 
in a net, until they finished washing.
The night in the uncurtained window-frame
was pitiless. And one without a name
lay clean and naked there, and gave commands. 



A Spinning Nowhere
     by Thomas Pescatore
I’ve bled into toilet
bled onto page
wiped stench of puss
and broken zit on
monitor screen

a spinning nowhere;

footprints from metro
line--follow prey

aged accordingly

locked away in
cool, damp cellars,

fungus and green 
smells--wretch
and cough

wheeze;

pack your lunch
trudge up cliff-side
peer off the edge
focus on moon
gravid with orange
hue and night

sinking low--

call out and echo

no ears
within a 
thousand 
miles
will
hear.



We Find Ourselves
The world is made up of over seven billion mythologies. Less than 
half of them will ever make it to print. And less than half of those my-
thologies will be read by the population. But these mythologies exist. 
They exist, they breathe, and they live as two lovers adore the apple 
of an eye not yet exposed to a world of love and lust and plasma. We 
exist to give life and to lead it to the next Universe. These mytholo-
gies introduce us to words of our own which are not yet known. How 
wonderful to know that there are words out there, waiting in the void 
for us to discover them and to embrace them as our own! How sad it 
is to think that these words might never make it to the cranium sitting 
atop a manifestation of God Himself. This is not to be confused with 
The Incarnate Man, but is, rather, man made by God and for God and 
of God. God becomes, in this sense, a deeper understanding and the 
deepest reality of our own mythology.

Insomnia
I am stark-eyed and anxious, laying in motionless anticipation for the 
dreams to roll in and to run out with the kayak, waiting to begin an 
adventure into the sea of the dreamspace.

On Dreams
As if in a trance, movement becomes dictated by thought, not action, 
not movement. Balance is a phenomenon unknown to the fawn. You 
see what you conceive in your mind but not in your imagination. To 
know that you know something is not quite right, but choose to act 
upon that something regardless of what your conscious self would  

Spotlight Piece
        by John Urdiales



recognise as no-so-right, is to dream. But it’s not so not-so-right that 
you won’t recover from loss or love or passion or death of the immor-
al you choose, simply because you are dreaming. To dream is to es-
cape back into reality, to explore a world that feels oddly familiar, but 
something seems amiss. Dreams are a state of complete knowable self-
hood.

The Dreamscape
I have a friend who fears practically nothing—he takes dives from the 
classroom desks and from the heights of a tree not yet explored and 
a world of love not yet had—yet he does have a fear, one of which I 
both admire and cringe at the thought. His brilliance cannot be taken 
for granted, as each thought pierces the flesh of each tree he climbs, 
each seat he takes at the front of the room, each page he pours his very 
blood into so that he may craft his very-real dreams into reality. His 
dreamscape becomes the words on the page, the thoughts dangling 
in the open air, the blood of a thousand martyrs. His Real is the very 
transfusion of the martyrs.
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